
Our company is hiring for a financial reporting & analysis. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for financial reporting & analysis

Daily activities include supporting the Users of the reporting platforms
through one on one training in the use of the available tools, maintain access
to the various applications, monitor a centralized email mailbox and respond
to User’s questions and requests, and monitor the daily controls or flow of
data to ensure all applications are in synch
Prepare, analyse & report comprehensive, relevant and timely actual, budget
and forecast reports and analysis for the businesses and finance partners
Support above country finance teams in ad-hoc requests for further
information and analysis, providing sufficient response in a timely manner
Ensure process rigour
Interface with regions & areas to resolve non-routine issues in reporting
actuals or other related close activities
Participate in month end close process and coordinate monthly results
package and quarterly outlooks for the Board Meetings and Earnings calls
Deliver high-quality analysis and value-added insight to senior management
by analyzing current and past trends in key performance areas such as loan
production, delinquency, credit losses, expenses and insurance results
Analyze complex financial information and reports to provide accurate and
timely financial recommendations to management
Communicating directly with executive management
Produce Daily Flash report to be distributed to senior leadership

Qualifications for financial reporting & analysis

Example of Financial Reporting & Analysis Job
Description
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Focused university degree with concentration in business (finance,
accounting, economics) and/or computer science -- professional accounting
designation and/or MBA a strong asset
Solution-oriented with strong analytical and problem solving skills with an
ability to balance multiple priorities in a very fast-paced environment to
support a high velocity organization with multiple peak periods
Excellent communication skills, both oral and written, coupled with strong
presentation skills and experience developing/packaging/delivering polished
materials to high level senior executives
Ability to seamlessly adapt and effectively work cross-functionally up, down
and across a large, dynamic and constantly evolving organization –
comfort/confidence when dealing with senior executives
High potential leadership skills, including coaching, mentoring, and
motivating others
Keen, curious, self-starting catalyst that possesses the ability to work under
minimal supervision/instruction within a fluid, fast-paced, and constantly
changing work environment with determination to constantly learn and
sharpen skills on an ongoing basis


